AN ANALYSIS OF PROPOSAL ARGUMENT
Below, you'll see a sample proposal argumentative essay written using APA formatting Proposal Argument Sample
Essay Thumbnail .. Argument Analysis .

Write and post a draft. How will the results of the study be implemented, and what innovations will come
about? You should mention where and when the piece was published, summarize its central argument, and
identify its intended audience. Conclusion The conclusion reiterates the importance or significance of your
proposal and provides a brief summary of the entire study. Failure to develop a coherent and persuasive
argument for the proposed research. Failure to cite landmark works in your literature review. No method is
perfect so you need to describe where you believe challenges may exist in obtaining data or accessing
information. It is okay for this section to be only a few sentences long if the proposal is short. To combat the
rising rates of illegitimacy, Murray proposes that single mothers should no longer receive government support,
forcing them to either involve other responsible adults from their families or communities, or else to give up
their babies for adoption or to orphanages. How are you going to do it? This essay, then, is not primarily about
the issue discussed in the piece. Connect the literature to your own area of research and investigation: how
does your own work draw upon, depart from, synthesize, or add a new perspective to what has been said in the
literature? Use and documentation of sources: Are the sources used appropriately and documented properly?
Baylor University; Wong, Paul T. Underline it. More Help Here is an example of lab report with step-by-step
instructions on writing a good lab report. Argument analysis Choose a recently published editorial or column
about a controversial issue and assess whether it persuades its audience of its claim and reasons. When
describing the methods you will use, be sure to cover the following: Specify the research operations you will
undertake and the way you will interpret the results of these operations in relation to the research problem.
What Is a Proposal Argument Essay? In the Subject field of your Discussion message, include your first name
and title of the piece you are analyzing for example, Francisco: Against School. Are any opposing positions
considered? Think about your audience as you work to use ethos , pathos , and logos. The sample essay on the
following page will provide more details about developing this type of argument. If this statement were true,
then all races and economic classes of American society would suffer equally the plague of illegitimacy. This
is where you explain the context of your proposal and describe in detail why it's important. If you do not have
this "past experience" option, focus on what you think your audience wants to hear. Note that such discussions
may have either substantive [a potential new policy], theoretical [a potential new understanding], or
methodological [a potential new way of analyzing] significance.

